PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

SEALED SOLUTIONS TO FILL YOUR POWER SWITCHING NEEDS

- Ceramic Sealed Contactors
- Epoxy Sealed Contactors
- Sensing Contactors
- PCB Solutions
- Custom Solutions
- High Voltage Fuses
**GV Series**
Commercial Contactors
- 12V to 1000V
- Up to 600A
- Ideal for High Volume Applications

---

**GX/MX Series**
Specialized Contactors
- 12V to 800V
- Up to 1000A Continuous Duty
- Options for Integrated Sensing and Military Applications

---

**HX Series**
High Voltage Contactors
- UL Recognized up to 1500V
- Tested up to 3000V
- Up to 1000A Continuous Duty

---

**GIGAVAC MiniTACTORS™**
Compact Sealed Contactors
- 12V to 1500V
- Up to 80A Continuous Duty
- UL Recognized Versions

---

1 Many of GIGAVAC's Industrial Products have UL Recognition. Contact GIGAVAC for exact models.
2 Many of GIGAVAC's Industrial Products have the CE Mark of Conformity. Contact GIGAVAC for exact models.
Advanced Switching Solutions

**PCB Solutions**
Cost Effective Installation
- Power Distribution Solutions
- 12V to 1000V
- Up to 600A Continuous Duty

**Custom Solutions**
Application Specific Designs
- Purpose Engineered Products
- Simple Modifications to Full Value Added Packages

**Smart Contactors**
Intelligent Control
- CAN Bus Communications
- Current Sensing
- Voltage Sensing
- Time Delay

**High Voltage Fuses**
Short Circuit and Overcurrent Protection
- Passive and Active Versions
- Up to 1000V
- Fast Acting, <3ms Clear Time
- No Thermal Aging
About us
Sensata Technologies is one of the world’s leading suppliers of sensing, electrical protection, control, and power management solutions with operations and business centers in twelve countries. Sensata’s products improve safety, efficiency, and comfort for millions of people every day in automotive, appliance, aircraft, industrial, military, heavy vehicle, heating, air-conditioning and ventilation, data, telecommunications, recreational vehicles, and marine applications. For more information please visit Sensata’s website at www.sensata.com

GIGAVAC’s line of Industrial Products is designed and manufactured at Sensata GIGAVAC’s contactor center of excellence and ISO9001/ISO14001/IATF16949 factory located near Santa Barbara, California.
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